Assessment of irritant skin reactions using electrical impedance--a comparison between 2 laboratories.
To assess interlaboratory variability in the measurement of skin electrical impedance (IMP), we evaluated irritant reactions to sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) (2%) and nonanoic acid (NAA) (40%) in 2 laboratories. We studied the patch test responses in 40 healthy male and female volunteers between 20 and 30 years of age (20 in each laboratory) with an instrument for measuring IMP. 2 other bioengineering methods and visual scoring were also used to facilitate further illumination of any findings. A strict protocol including all details of the measurement procedure was carefully implemented in both laboratories. The skin reactions were evaluated at 23 h and at 3, 7 and 14 days after exposure. Our findings show that both irritants caused distinct dynamic responses detectable with the bioengineering techniques. Interestingly, the IMP baseline values varied between the 2 laboratories. Moreover, at early stages in the development of irritation (day 1), the irritants induced changes in IMP indices in the opposite direction, which accords with the concept of various IMP patterns of contact dermatitis caused by different irritants. Although the absolute values of IMP differed in both laboratories, the dynamic response patterns were the same.